333 Mop and Broom Holder use and mounting instructions.

1. Mounting: Mounting holes are 16” on center.

2. The recommended handle diameter is 1” – 1.25”.

3. Occasionally, smooth plastic handles do slip through the cams more easily as there is not enough friction to hold them up inside the cams. Wooden handles and ridged/ribbed handles work best.

4. To use, insert the handle in the cam bracket. As the weight of the handle drops it will wedge against the rubber cam. If the handle does not seat by itself, then gently push the cam down to wedge against the handle.

5. In the event your handle is experiencing slippage and not a tight fit; place one of the enclosed rubber caps onto the steel end of the individual cam (directly opposite the rubber grip) and repeat step

6. We have not tested the cams for weight capacity, but the intent of the items is to store products. A completely saturated mop, etc., should not be hung. They should be wrung-out to some reasonable level.

7. PLEASE NOTE: Using the caps enclosed improves cam grip but changes the handle diameter range to: 5/8” – 11/8”.